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What is Advice & Refer (A&R)?

Homerton Healthcare are piloting a change in the way primary care colleagues refer patients to the Trust’s

Allergy services. All referrals will come through a single point of access called 'Advice and Refer' (A&R) -

using the same advice and guidance (A&G) pathway on e-RS (electronic referral service). Whilst

nationally this service is still known as Advice & Guidance we will refer to it as A&R to aid clarity. A&R is:

• A functionality within the e-Referral Service (e-RS) aimed at enabling primary care clinicians to seek

advice from a secondary care clinician in order to support a decision on patient management

• A free text ‘conversation’ within e-RS that enables the GP to provide information and ask questions, 

which are sent directly to the selected specialty for review and response by a consultant. 

• Advice provided through A&R enables the GP to make a decision on further activities to be undertaken 

(e.g. diagnostic tests or medication changes), or allows a referral to be made for the patient to be seen 

in secondary care
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Why use Advice & Refer?

GP benefits

• Supports decision making processes and provides greater confidence in 
selected course of action

• Upskills clinicians

• Reduces avoidable referrals to secondary care

• Manages patient’s needs more efficiently and effectively in the community and 
provides patient with reassurance

Patient 
benefits

• Patient is only referred to hospital if they really need to be

• Avoids unnecessary journeys to hospital and waiting time in outpatient clinic

• Quicker access to advice and reassurance once A&R response is received by 
practice

Consultant 
benefits

• Improved quality and appropriateness of referrals received

• Enables consultant to support primary care clinicians in managing patients 
outside of hospital where clinically appropriate
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Advice & Refer pathway
The below flow chart provides an overview of how the pathway works for those specialties piloting A&R for all 

advice requests and referrals. To refer patients you must select ‘Advice’ as you will not see the service as an 

option if you select ‘Refer’ (see Appendix 1)

GP Consultation 
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What makes a ‘good’ A&R request?
• Check the DoS carefully to ensure you have selected the right service

• Make sure that your question is clearly defined with a specific ‘ask’ from the consultant e.g. specific request for advice or state that you want to refer the patient (if 

the service is using the ‘advice and refer’ pathway through A&R)

• Provide the consultant with a brief overview of the relevant history and relating conditions

• Explain what investigations have been arranged and highlight any key anomalies. Consultants can see pathology results and imaging held on PACS and eLPR so 

there is no need to attach these results, but please attach any imaging, reports or other test results that have been performed outside of Homerton Health.

• Explain what management has been tried already

• Outline any clinical concerns/uncertainties that you would like the consultant to advise on, and ask further questions on the same UBRN if you need to

• Ensure that you authorise the receiving service to convert the request into a referral if you are happy for them to do so and you have discussed this with the patient

And what doesn’t…

• Anything which requires urgent same-day advice

• Following up on a request for an appointment booking or any other administrative queries
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GP Worklist management

Select worklist 

type to view open 

A&G requests

• Once an A&R request has been 

sent, it is vital that the practice monitors its 

e-RS worklist regularly in order to act on the 

advice when it is received

• In addition to A&R, the other worklists a 

practice must monitor are:

• Referrer action required 

• Awaiting booking/ acceptance 

• Outstanding referral letters
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Worklist management

• It is advised that A&R requests and 

outcomes are logged in the patient 

record (this can be done as copy 

and paste as a clinical note or 

exporting onto PDF and attaching 

onto the patient record)

Use the buttons at the bottom of 

the screen to take further action 

on the request.  If the 

consultant advises you to refer 

the patient, please click ‘Refer 

Now’ to generate a referral.
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Worklist management

If the receiving service has converted an A&R request directly into a referral, this will show in your worklist as 

‘Update Available – Referral Accepted’ 

• After logging this in the patient 

record (see previous page), this 

can be removed from the worklist 

as it is now a referral and no further 

A&R interaction is possible.



• Some aspects of the A&R process can be undertaken by administrative staff, such as checking worklists for 
new responses; making this part of your practice’s internal process for managing A&R requests can save 
GP time and ensure that responses are processed more quickly.  Administrative staff can use the A&R toolkit 
linked on page 14 of this document to help with any training needs.

• Ensure that wherever possible the requesting clinician also picks up and acts on the response; this will 
provide continuity for the patient and may also assist the clinician with what to do in future cases.  It also 
ensures that if the secondary care clinician needs more information, the GP who originally saw the patient is 
able to respond and provide further detail.

• In addition to ensuring that administrative time is set aside for regular checking of worklists, some clinical 
time is needed to act on the advice provided (for example, ordering tests) and update the patient on next 
steps.  Practices may wish to consider including A&R follow-up calls on the relevant GP’s telephone triage 
list, in order to ensure there is GP time available to contact the patient.
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A&R process hints and tips
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Availability of A&R and requesting process

How do I find out what services offer A&R?

Homerton Healthcare Trust is piloting A&R with Allergy. 

Can I request A&R for a patient who is already under specialist care?

Yes.  When writing your request, please include the name of the consultant treating the patient and the patient’s hospital number.

What does the functionality to convert A&R into a referral mean for me?

If you select the ‘Yes’ option when prompted, you are giving the receiving service permission to change the advice request directly into a referral without the need 

to respond to you and for you to use the ‘refer now’ functionality.  Before selecting this option, it should be discussed with the patient to ensure they understand 

that they may be referred without further consultation in primary care, and that they are happy with the selected provider.  If you are seeking management advice 

only, please select ‘No’ when prompted.

Why are some specialties now offering A&R only instead of a choice of A&R or direct referral?

Homerton Healthcare Trust is testing a new approach to managing referrals and A&R in the Allergy speciality, using A&R as the single point of contact for all 

referral activity.  This pathway enables consultants to review all of the information provided by the GP and either respond with advice, request further information 

or book the patient straight into an outpatient clinic.  Under this ‘Advice & Refer’ pathway, secondary care will aim to review and action all requests within five 

working days; this ensures that highest priority patients are booked in for appointments and management advice is given to the GP promptly where appropriate.  

This is an improvement on the current ‘defer to provider’ referral pathway where the GP does not have visibility of the status of the referral and may find it difficult 

to manage the patient in the meantime.

Frequently Asked Questions
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Frequently Asked Questions

Managing A&R responses

What should I do if the specialty doesn’t respond to my A&R request or if the reply is not of sufficient quality?

Please follow the process flow chart in Appendix 3 of this handbook for unanswered A&R requests.  If you are concerned about the quality of an A&R response 

received, please email huh-tr.respiratory.department@nhs.net outlining your concerns (excluding any patient identifiable information).

What are my options once a response is received?

Once the response has come back, you can ask further questions if needed, provide the advising consultant with any further information requested or close the 

A&R request by clicking ‘End Conversation’.  If the advice is to refer to secondary care, you should do this using the ‘Refer Now’ button within e-RS.  This ensures 

that the A&R conversation is sent to the provider along with the referral.  Please do not respond to thank the consultant, as this will generate a new action for the 

hospital requiring their attention.

If I need to refer the patient, will the receiving service be able to see the A&R conversation?

Yes, as long as you use the ‘Refer Now’ button. This will send the A&R interaction to the receiving service, even if you refer to a different site or provider to the one

that provided the A&R. You can also authorise the receiving service to convert the request directly into a referral by selecting the ‘Yes’ option when generating

your initial request (see Appendix 1).

How much time will it take to deal with an A&R response?

Specialists will aim to respond  to A&R requests  within a maximum of 2-5 working days 

mailto:huh-tr.respiratory.department@nhs.net
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Frequently Asked Questions

Does this mean an increase in workload for GPs?

The exact tasks to be carried out following an A&R request will vary depending on the nature of the request and the advice given, but GPs who use A&R regularly

have fed back that these activities often do not take any longer than other tasks required as a follow-up to a consultation, such as ordering diagnostics or making a

referral to secondary care.

Further information and resources

Is there training available?

A detailed A&G toolkit is available on the NHS Digital website: https://digital.nhs.uk/services/e-referral-service/document-library/advice-andguidance-toolkit

How can I see A&R data for my practice?

We are currently developing a primary care dashboard for A&R which will allow practices to see their A&R activity to support conversations within Primary Care 

Networks about A&R usage and experience.  Further details will be shared once the dashboard is finalised.

https://digital.nhs.uk/services/e-referral-service/document-library/advice-and-guidance-toolkit
https://digital.nhs.uk/services/e-referral-service/document-library/advice-and-guidance-toolkit
https://digital.nhs.uk/services/e-referral-service/document-library/advice-and-guidance-toolkit
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Appendix 1: How to make an A&R request

1. Log onto e-RS via your usual 

route (please note that 

Chrome browser is not 

compatible with e-RS)

2. Find the patient you wish to 

make an advice request for

3. Select the ‘refer or advice’ 
button and select the referring 

clinician, request type 

(Advice) and priority level 

from the drop down lists. 

Please note that for 

services using ‘advice & 

referral’ pathways you must 

select ‘Advice’ as the 
request type or the required 

service will not be visible.
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Appendix 1: How to make an A&R request

4. Search for the service you 

wish to send your advice 

request to

5. Enter ‘Homerton Healthcare’ in the 
‘Organisation of Site 

Name’ field to find local 
services and then 
click ‘Search All’
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Appendix 1: How to make an A&R request

6. Select one of the 

available services from 

the list and use the 

‘request’ button to 
generate your request.  

If your local hospital site 

is not listed, please 

select a different

site
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Appendix 1: How to make an A&R request

7. Enter the details of your A&R request in the free text box; please note that there is now functionality which allows you to 

authorise the receiving service to convert your request into a referral if clinically appropriate.  If you wish to authorise 

this, please discuss this with your patient and then select ‘Yes’, ensuring that you are providing adequate clinical 

information for the service to proceed.

8. Please add any attachments, such as diagnostic results (if undertaken by a different provider to the one you are 

requesting A&R from) or photographs, at this point.  If the patient is already under specialist care, include the name 

of the consultant and the hospital number in the request. Click ‘Send request’ to send your query to the chosen 

specialty.
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Appendix 2: Allergy service

Speciality Further information 

Adult Allergy Service Lead Consultant : Prof Raja Rajakulasingam

Email: huh-tr.allergyservice@nhs.net

020 8510 7769

07827 979395

Allergy referrals

Our consultants & other specialist professionals are always happy to discuss clinical problems please do not hesitate to 

get in touch. We are an IQAS (Improving Quality in Allergy services) accredited specialist allergy service providing a 

holistic diagnostic and therapeutic service for people with allergic disease within City & Hackney, North East London and 

parts of North Central London. 

All referrals will be triaged with a view to providing advice where appropriate and directing patients to the right clinical 

setting, including the ability for the Trust’s clinicians to convert an advice request into a referral. As a consequence, all

other primary care referral pathways for Allergy services will be closed. 

Please refer to the accompanying A&R Quick guide for conditions we see and advice on common conditions. 
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Appendix 3: A&R follow-up process

Please ensure:

▪ The UBRN for the outstanding

request is quoted in all email 

correspondence

▪ No patient identifiable information

is included in your email; the UBRN

is sufficient to identify the request

When was your A&R request sent to Homerton 
Hospital? 

Less than 5 working days 
Please wait until 5 working days has passed before 

following up 

More than 5 working days Please email huh-tr.respiratory.department@nhs.net

Response is not of sufficient quality Please email huh-tr.respiratory.department@nhs.net

mailto:huh-tr.respiratory.department@nhs.net
mailto:huh-tr.respiratory.department@nhs.net

